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planation—without even a reasonable
theory for its existence—whether per
chance the result of some convulsion of
nature, or the constant flowing of waters,
or the persistent eating away of gases.
None of man’ s artifice appears in its
structure. To bridge a canyon, 200 feet in
height and 90 feet in span, with a single
block of limestone and leave no trace of
human touch thereon, would indeed be a
far greater wonder than the Egyptian
Pyramids or the Colossus at Rhodes.
Ovfir it passes the town high-way and be
neath it Cedar Creek, a swift flowing
mountain stream, makes on to its con
fluence with James River. Viewed from
crest, people on the banks of the creek be
neath look like Brownies or pigmies.
Lost River, Saltpetre Cave, and other in
teresting features invite us farther up the
canyon; we give them but a passing
glance, for Natural Bridge is what we
came to see, and we feel like remaining as
long as possible in the presence of its
awful grandeur. Thomas Jefferson once
owned the estate on which it is situated.
Here his friend, George Washington, often
came as a guest. Upon one of these visits,
the father of his country cut his initials on
one of the piers of the Bridge which are
legible even to this day.
But snow,
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AT OUK DESTINATION,
The services have not yet begun and we
And
anxious
to “ do the city,” of which we are warmly received by the pastor, Brer
S N A P - S H O T S IN T H E S O U T H , W I T H
have heard so much in the North. Our Tillman, who comes dowm from the pulpit
S M I T H AND H AYW ARD.
head-quarters are soon established at the to welcome us and give us hymnals. He
Aragon, the most elegant hotel in the favors us with a short history of himself
city, where we are treated with the ut and his church. A slave before the war.
Our party, numbering one hundred and
he had seen and felt the cruelty of slavery;
most consideration.
seventeen, and made up principally of New
It is a delightful day, like an early sum a carpenter and mechanic, he had con
England dry goods men and their families,
mer day in New England, and we proceed ceived and asssisted in building the church
leave Boston on Thursday, Dec. 26th for
to make the most of it. In the morning of which he had been pastor for more than
Atlanta and other points of interest in
nearly all enjoy the privelege of hearing a twenty years; uneducated, but a devoted
the South.
sermon by Dr. Hawthorne, one of the Christian, he had baptized thousands, and
On the Sound we encounter a storm
most brilliant D. D .’s in the South. The grown old and gray in the service of his
causing many of the ladies—and not a few
church was large, but it was crowded. Master.
of the other sex—to call themselves fools
We are treated with marked courtesy
The Dr. is a typical Southerner—tall,
for ever attempting a trip by boat to New
angulap, swarthy, a man who especially during the evening, the people evidently
York. It is the mammoth steamer,
becomes a broad-brimmed hat.
He is enjoying the presence of “ White folks fr’m
Plymouth, of the Fall River line, and it is
not disappointing now that he has an B ost’ n.” The text is not closely fol
well worth a trip to New York—when 'tis
nounced his text and is in the midst of a lowed, exhortation taking the place of
calm—just to enjoy the comforts of one of
simple yet powerful and impressive sermon. systematic, logical discourse. The service
those “ floating palaces.”
In the afternoon the entire party take a closed, the collection taken, the NewCoons that are black and coons that are
drive about the city. Led on by a tally- Year’ s hand-shaking at an end. at the
white.
ho—which precedes about twenty-five pastor’ s suggestion, a half-hour is devoted
And coons that are half way between—
A boat or Pullman without a coon
carriages of various sorts, each adorned by to the old “ way-down” plantation songs.
Is something I never have seen.
a “ cullud gentleman,” in a silk hat as Now we are getting the genuine article,—
coachman,—the New England merchant No burnt cork, no ruddy rouge,—“ F o ’ deArriving at Jersey City in the early
(now developed into “ B oston’ s wealth special edification of de white fr’en’ s fr’m
morning of a most beautiful day, we are
iest merchant” ) attracts a deal of atten B ost’n.” Such as this must be seen, and
soon flying across the country of peach
tion. It is a delightful drive: along ave heard, and felt, to be appreciated. We
orchards at a lively rate, in a Limited
nues of fine new residences, past churches, are sorry when the services are at an end,
Express, and over “ doing” the Quaker
schools and business blocks, in viejv of and go our way, convinced of the great
City, almost before we realize that we
of the great Exposition buildings, past the influence of the Gospel for good, amongst
have left New York.
GENUINE STATE OF MAINE SNOW,
homes of high-toned colored people as these dusky people of the South.
We remain in Philadelphia till 8 o ’clock
Monday is spent at the Exposition. If
in the evening, visiting the grand em is beginning to fall, and we hasten back to well as through the slums of Darkydom.
porium of ex-P. M. Gen. Wanamaker, the our comfortable cars that are in waiting In the midst of the drive we halt at Fort New England had arranged and carried
Walker on the outskirts of the city. An out successfully an exposition of such
U. S. Mint, Girard College, old Independ- and renew our run to Atlanta.
old Federal soldier, now residing in A t magnitude, we should all be proud indeed
ance Hall, and many other places of inter
In a few hours we reach Iioanoke, Va.,
est. We are impressed with the magni where we stop for dinner. It is one of lanta, who was in the great battle when of our enterprising northeastern states.
the city was captured, points out the lo In point of magnitude it is of course in
tude of Wanamaker’ s store, but should
those cities that has been “ boomed” for
cation of the respective forces. For miles ferior to the World.’ s Fair. But it is,
place it second to many of our Boston
more than it would stand, but neverthe
to the south and east of the city extended nevertheless, a tremendous undertaking
stores, not only for exterior beauty of
less a beautiful city. Amongst its many
for a State like Georgia, or for a number
the lines of battle.
architecture, but more especially for inte
fine buildings none are more inviting at
of states, to project and carry through
rior finish, arrangement, and elegance. To
We
stand
and
gaze
out
upon
that
field
this time than Hotel Roanoke, whither
successfully. It speaks volumes for the
watch the different stages of money-mak
we hasten for dinner. Situated upon a where, July 22, 1864, the armies of Sher resources of the Southern states, and it
ing in the Mint is interesting, but to see high and healthful elevation, it is said to man and Hood met in deadly conflict;
such quantities of the precious metal “ so be one of the most popular hotels in the that field bathed in the lifeblood of thou must of necessity be the agency for bring
near and yet so far,” is indeed tantaliz South. We are loath to leave it, with its sands of brave men; that field where the ing in fresh capital, and building up new
industries throughout the entire South.
ing.
broad piazzas and charming conservatory gallant and promising young General
Tuesday morning, after standing for our
After a day of sightseeing in Phila filled with the most beautiful palms and McPherson met his untimely death.
delphia, we find our apartments in our magnolias, but time is limited and we can Sacred spot! Cruel war! Our imagina picture on the steps of the State House,
tion fails indeed to reproduce the awful we are accorded
special train of five cars elegant Pullman not ta iiy longer.
scene of thirty-one years ago. As we
Sleeping Cars, and arc off for Atlanta.
A RECEPTION BY GOV. ATKINSON.
We have begun a gradual descent and
In the early morning we are awakened are passing through a thrifty farming tread upon such historic ground, we are
After
a very neat and well-worded
from our slumbers, while yet it is dark, country. We see many a comfortable forcibly reminded, however, of the terrible
by the porter—“ Dis train be’ t Nyatural looking farm-house, its chimneys on the cost of preserving the union of the states, speech by Mr. Hayward, one of the mana
gers of our excursion, the Governor re
Bridge in h’ af er n ou.” Wc notice, while outside and its hay-stack, (in place of a our nation’ s bulwark.
As evening approaches, waiters, row- sponds in bright and patriotic language.
hastily dressing, the smoke curling from barn) into which the cattle and sheep
the chimneys of numerous negro cabins. are eating their way. Now and then we boys, bootblacks, street gamins, one and He gives us not only the freedom of the
Ever and anon appears in the doorway of pass through a small village that seems all, are interviewed by members of our city, but the city itself, jokingly saying,—
party as to the best place to attend “ If you see anything here that you want,
some lonely looking cabin, the proprietor to be showing some spirit of enterprise.
“ colored church.” All have been siezed just take it, and we will be content with
thereof, in the person of “ George Wash
Rogersville, an old-fashioned village in
with
an irresistable desire to witness the what is left.” (No sarcasm intended).
ington Snow ” or“ Abraham Lincoln White, Tenn. is reached in season for supper.
religious services of the colored people. He pays New England people a glowingsar.”
They knpw we were coming and such a
“ Go to de Bethel—’ tis de bes’ place,” — compliment for their industry, enterprise,
AT N A T U R A L ISKIDGE S T A T I O N
wondering array crowds around to see the
was the invariable answer. Nearly all go and thrift, and expresses the firm belief
we arc met by tally-hos and teams of “ Yankees;” blacks, whites, men, women, as directed. They find themselves in a that ere long Georgia will approach, if
various sorts, and the ascent of a wind boys and girls. We are shown the gratest magnificent stone church, seating fifteen not equal, New England in importance.
An old-time New
ing mountain road to the Bridge—two possible attention.
hundred people, modern in its appointment He speaks kindly of the old-time system,
and a half miles away. The Blue Ridge England husking is not to be compared
and presided over, for this evening at least, now extinct in the South, and hopes on
with
that
supper.
They
can’
t
do
enough
stretching away on our left reminds us
by the Bishop, a man of education and the crumbled structure of that old civiliza
much of the mountains about Phillips, in for us. The variety and amount of food
refinenent. ’ Tis disappointing. The church tion to build another and*:, better, that
color, contour, and size. All along the is limited only by the size of tables and lacks none of the elegance to be found in shall stand the test of time and compari
road, which is red and sticky with “ Ver- dishes. It was not only supper but break
the city churches of the North. It docs son. The reception is a very pleasant
ginia mud,” are more very humble cabins fast, dinner, and lunch, all in one. We
lack the geuine. old fashioned, darky affair and the entire party go away much
of both colored folks and“ po’ white trash.” are all agreed, and are frank in assuring flavor the clapping of hands, the swaying in love with the State of Georgia, particu
Curly-lieaded Coons and disconsolate our hosts, that no such hospitality has of the body, the high pitched glory-halle larly with her sharp-eyed governor.
looking white children are peeping from ever been extended us, and that its remem
A feeling of sadness and tender sympa
lujahs the old plantation “ walk-arounds.”
all the windows and doorways in blank brance will ever remain with us as one of
thy comes over us all, as the w ord passes
A
peep
within
is
enough
for
a
small
party
the pleasant features of our pilgrimage.
astonishment.
of four of us. We do not enter with the from lip to lip,—“ Mr. and Mrs. Smith
After a breakfast of bacon and broiled With “ three cheers and a tiger,” we leave crowd but start at once for
have been called home by sickness.” By
our
ardent
entertainers
for
a
night’
s
ride
chicken at Natural Bridge Hotel, we visit,
his care and thoughtfulness, as co-mana
THE
SLUMS
OF
DAHKYVILLE.
and {^uzc with awe upon, this truly won through the states of Tenn. and Ga., to
ger, Mr. Smith has won the sincere friend
After interviewing more dusky street ship of all, and every heart goes out to
derful feak of nature. Niagara seems the that Southern center of push and enter
urchins, we find a humble little brick him in his anxiety and sorrow.
natural outcome of the never-ceasing wear prise, Atlanta.
The early morning, Sunday, finds up side church that seems nearer the kind we are
of waters, and is truly grand and awful.
Train leaves for Chattanooga at 11
looking for. We enter and take seats. o ’clock tonight,—don’ t get left,” says
\
Natural Bridge stands without an ex tracked
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Manager Hayward. This is the last day
of the Exposition, also our last day in
Atlanta.
After a hard day’ s work, sight-seeing,
the 11 o ’clock roll-call finds us ready for
the run of 150 miles to Chattanooga. We
would gladly watch the changing scenery
of the country through which we are
passing, but tired nature needs restora
tion and we sleep soundly. Through this
same region marched Sherman with his
great army, driving before him the rebel
forces under the crafty Johnston.
We leave our train at Chattanooga and
are well up the side of
LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN'

at sunrise. An hour or more is required
for the little mountain train to zigzag its
way to the summit. Lookout Inn, kept
by mine host Gibson, a Maine man, whose
genial face is familiar to many of us, is
the finest yet. A magnificent building—
grand without, rich within,—it is a place
where we would gladly linger. We have
often read of Lookout Mountain, but
chiefly in connection with “ fighting Joe
Hooker,” who scored a brilliant victory
in driving the rebels from its summit. We
had no conception of the grandeur and
magnificence of its outlook. Overlooking
the city of Chattanooga, and the Tennessee
River, and 1700 feet above the surround
ing plain, it affords a vantage-ground for
observation that can hardly be excelled.
A loquacious darky assuming the leader
ship of a portion of our party proceeds to
point out all places of interest. “ Yaas
sar, I ken sing an’ dance bof—all aboad—
now please doan innerupt de oratur, fo ’
I’ se a gwine to interes’ you ladies an’
gemman now, ’n later on I specs youse a
gwine to interes’ me” — (laughs and claps
hands)—“ See?” (sings) “ Didn’ my Lor’
delibber Danyel, delibber Danvel, etc.?”
The panorama is grand indeed. As we
stand enraptured at the picturesque blend
ing of mountain, forest, plain and river,
comes the thought, that, whatever point
attracts our attention, that point is sure
to possess peculiar historic interest. The
precipitous mountainside tells of the
struggle of the soldiers to reach its sum
mit; the forest, of the hand-to-hand fight
ing in till woods, scrambling over logs
and fallen trees; the plain, the marching
and countermarching of the tw o great
armies; the river, of pontoon bridges and
the crossing of troops under cover of dark
ness. So, whichever way we look, history
adds fresh interest to the prospect. What
emotions fill the soul as one stands on the
crest of Lookout Modntain and gazes
across to the battlefields of Chicamauga
and Missionary Ridge! What, as he con
templates the National Cemetary before
' him with its 13000 graves of men who wore
the blue! What, as he is reminded of the
5000 graves of unknown Union soldiers
therein! What, as he thinks of the bleed
ing hearts that those unmarked tomb
stones suggest! “ All aboad,” shouts the
guide. We awake from our reverie and
follow on, vainly striving in our imagina
tion to picture this whole scene as it
looked, when the presence of 100,000 sol
diers, with all the trappings and maneuverings of war, made it for the time one vast
kaleidoscope.
After a sumptuous dinner, “ as is,” we
get aboard the “ incline,” —a cable-car
running straight down the mountain—but
not without some misgivings. It looks
dangerous, that’ s a fact, falling, as it
does for quite a distance, 73 feet to the 100.
But we are assured of its safety and all
venture the descent. Teams are waiting
at the foot to take us to some of the
points of interest viewed from the top.
Passing through the outskirts of Chatta
nooga, a “ slow-going” southern city, we
are soon upon the battlefield of
CHICAMAUGA.

This, with adjoining territory, some 5000
acres in all, has been purchased by govern
ment and recently dedicated as a National
Military Park. Already has .$650,000 been
expended and much more will be required
to complete the work contemplated.

i
Forty-tw o miles of fine hard road has meditation we return to the hotel, deeply
been built, batteries placed as in the great impressed with mysterious nature. •
battle, and towers, tablets, and monu
After supper a social hour is spent in
ments, erected. The numerous monu the parlors, and resolutions passed in
ments, and also the large trees,—with main favor of the managers of our most enjoy
branches cut off or deep incisions made in able pilgrimage. The flower of Southern
their trunks by relic hunters,—mark the minstrelsy affords no little amusement to
spots where the battle raged fiercest. many of the party, during the evening.
Chicamauga was one of the bloodiest bat Such, in the person of a very ugly-looking
tles of the civil war. Here for two days darky, with a hideous flat nose, and the
the brave men in the blue faced the brave horns of a heifer on his hat, singing and
men in the gray in terrible conflict. Fully grimacing with banjo accompaniment.
30,000 men were struck down by shot or Washington is reached at day-light
shell. Though victory for either side was Friday. Truly a “ city of magnificent
not apparent, still it left the city of Chat distances,” so broad are its sidewalks,
tanooga in possession of the Union forces. streets and avenues. So near home and
This made the victory at Lookout Moun so familiar to us all, its attractions need
tain and Missionary Ridge possible and no description, nor do the goings and
easy, so opening up the way for Sherman comings of the pilgrims need to be re
to cut in tw o the Confederacy by his counted. Two features, long to be remem
march to Atlanta and the sea.
bered by us all, one the sermon and recep
Our guide, who took part in the great tion by Dr. Talmage, and the reception by
battle, a private in the 40th Ohio Volun President Cleveland in the White House.
teers, points out the positions and manWe all agree that we have been treated
euverings of the respective forces. Now all along the route With great courtesy;
and then we pause, where monuments that we have seen more of the South in
have been erected on every hand, for the same length of time than would have
minute descriptions of the awful struggle been possible travelling individually; that
and loss of life occuring at that point.
a pilgrimage like this is a most profitable
It is nearing sun-down and we are re expenditure of money; that we have made
minded that we must leave the peculiar many pleasent acquaintances; that the
fascination of the battlefield. On our re Dry Goods Excursion to Atlanta has been
turn, we drive along Missionary Ridge, a grand success.
N. P. N.
over the very hillside, where, without
orders, the Union forces, in a burst of
PHILLIPS LOCALS.
enthusiam charged up the hill, and, break
ing through the Confederate line on the
Win. H. McKeen is gaining.
crest, drove the rebels in confusion down
Miss Emma Timberlake is visiting in
the opposite side. Here too, even after
Lewiston and Livermore.
all these years, the mutilated trees tell the
Mrs. Stella Dunham, of Redington. was
story of flying bullets. On a little farther,
the National Cemetary on the plait/below, with her parents last week.
wherein sleep thousands of Union soldiers,
The P. & R. railroad areputting timbers
tells still more forcibly the story of flying under the bridge over the Sandy River.
bullets and the terrible carnage of war.
The Ladies’ Social Union will meet with
The su n ‘ is now disappearing beyond Mrs. Lucy Brackett next Tuesday evenLookout Mountain which stands out in ing.
bold relief against the crimsoned western
Geo. M. Towle, of Canton, was in town
sky, gloomy and grand. The lights in the
and furnished music for the Thursday night
city arc appearing and we hasten home
social.
ward, charmed by the scenery, fascinated
Superintendent Tucker, of the Wiscasby the story of war and bloodshed, and
Quebec railroad was in Phillips,
positive in our convictions that this has sett
Monday.
been the best day yet of our pilgrimage.
Geo. Carpenter, of Weld, late machinist
The charm of mountain and plain is
scarcely less under the light of a full moon with H. B. Austin, Esq., is at work for
than in the brightness of sunlight. Sup the Phillips & Rangeley road.
per and the moon-lit ride down the moun
Dr. Tootliaker is again on the streets,
tain ended, 9 o ’clock finds us again on but is not yet doing any business. He
board our sleeper and on our journey.
expects to visit Boston this week.
Thursday morning we arrive at Roan
Mr. Forster, of ' the Strong tooth-pick
oke.
We stop only long enough for
mill, is paying $4.25 per cord for green
breakfast, and pull on for the far-famed
poplar, at the depot, for a few days.
SHENANDOAH
Ed. Greenwood was in Portland last
valley ahead. It’s a lovely morning, and week to see about having box and flat
we thoroughly enjoy our ride through the cars built for the Sandy River road.
very country devastated by the gallant
The P. & R. train came out Friday
Sheridan and his brave troopers. We see
without carrying a passenger on any part
now no trace of the ravages of war, but
of the trip. Something very uncommon.
rather, the fruits of peace and prosperity.
A very pleasant party was given by
Dinner and supper at Luray, and a half
Miss
Annie Timberlake on Tuesday of
day in the Caverns. An old-fashioned
village, closely in keeping with our pre last week in honor of her cousin, Mr.
conceived idea of Virginia. Black pigs Shurtleff.
The general agent of a new bicycle was
and grintfing pickaninnies are abundant.
Through its streets once marched the in town last Thursday to establish an
forces of Stonewall Jackson, Gen. Shields agency. It looked very much like bicycle
and Gen. Lee, and for a time, M osby’s weather the day he was here.
guerrillas made it their headquarters.
Fresh fish and clams have becfn in the
Nothing about Luray to attract but its market. This may seem a small item, but
Caverns. Wonder of wonders! Very it is of importance to those who are fond
soon after entering the caves our stock of of them and so rarely find them for sale.
adjectives is “ closed out,” and we follow
We are indebted to Mr. A. M. Green
our guide in silent awe and admiration. wood for a Victor Bicycle pad calendar,
The stalactite and stalagmite formations
which is a fine thing for a desk. Mr.
are marvelous, in number, size, beauty,
Greenwood will handle the Victor the com
variety. A t every step we seek to liken
ing season.
them to something we have observed in
Samuel H. Beedy, Esq., some time ago
works of art. The fact that such colums,
and pillars, and draperies, and statues, passed as a weather prophet. “ A big
are not the handiwork of man is indeed snowstorm before the 18th of January.”
hard to remember, as we gaze on their He missed it. Another man in town says
exquisite beauty and symmetry. But ive Jan. 22. H e ----- (?) it.
The Grand Army will hold another of
have not the space to dwell on these
curiosities of nature. After a mile and a their camp-fires, Thursday evening, Jan
half of under-ground tramping, every step uary 30. They will have a baked bean
revealing fresh wonders and new beauties, supper from 5.30 to 7.30, after which will
we ascend to the light of day and “ the come an entertainment. The,supper is for
breath of the upper air.” In silence^ and the Post and invited friends.

Robins were seen in town last Sunday.
A new organ has been placed in the
church at West Phillips.
The Golden Cross have leased, for a
year, the Grange Hall.
The Phillips Meat and Grocery Co. is the
form Vining Bros, will adopt for their
business name in the Creamery store.
M r. Stover, who has been running a
shoe shop for some time, has gone to his
home in New Sharon for a month or six
weeks.
Messrs. Warren, Hescock, A tw ood and
Dennison were at work Monday repairing
the damages done to the flume by the
recent freshets.
L Mrs. H. L. Whitcomb, of Farmington,
accompanied by her son, John and wife,
from the West, have been visiting at
Joh n F . Perkin’s.
It may be of interest to many Phillips
people to know that “ Joe Felix.” a writer
on rifle shooting in “ Shooting and Fish
ing” is an old townsman. George W.
Plaisted.
Mrs. Louisa Howard, who has been
staying for some months with Mrs. Joel
Wilbur, has gone to Portland to spend
the remainder of the winter with Mrs.
Lena Beal.
The King's Daughters will meet with
Miss Daisy Dill, Friday, Jan. 31. The
quotations will be from Longfellow.
Longfellow’s life will be read and songs
and readings from him given.
H. A. Prescott, returned to Byron, tak
ing with him 4 yoke of oxen and a sled
load of beef. He and Mavor Bros., are
lumbering for a large concern. They have
20 horses now working, and are to put in
tw o million feet.
Mrs. Chas. H. McKenzie, of Rumford
Falls, formerly of this town, sends us a
paper gotten out by the pastor of the
Universalist Church at that thriving
town. It is tin annual, and, judging from
the advertising, every firm in town gives
the church a lift. The work is done by the
Times Co.
John F. Perkins has an old memorandum
book kept by his father, the late Isaac
Perkins, in which is a record of snow fal
ling on the 8th of October, 1836, ‘which re
mained on'through the winter, and on the
13th day of May. 1837, Mr. Perkins, senior,
and Thomas Green, who was working for
him, hauled fencing material on the
crust. Mr. Green was the father of Isaac
W. Greene, of Coplin.
The U. O. G. C. had a baked bean sup
per Saturday evening. The officers elect
were installed by Geo. L. Lakin, Esq.,
and degrees were worked upon candidates.
In addition to the officers as given by
R a n g e l e y L a k e s at the time of election,
the following have been added. Trustees.
Geo. L. Lakin. Mrs. M. C. Cushman, and
W. S. Badger. Delegate to Grand Lodge.
Mrs. M. C. Cushman, Alternate, Geo. L.
Lakin.
A full house at the Grange Social iast
Friday evening. The new organ wras de
cided to be all right and will be kept. A
programme consisting of singing, reading,
recitations, &c.. was carried out, lasting
till a late hour. All passed off finely.
The High School Glee Club furnished most
of the singing. Miss Grounder, sang a
song in French. Geo. L. Lakin, gave a
humorous speech. Martha Hanscomb.
Jodie Hanscomb, Will Fultz, Leon Hoar.
Blanche Kenniston, Cora Berry. Melvin
Hoar, Bertie Ross, and Miss Bangs gave
recitations; Miss Ella Toothakcr. Mrs.
Mary Wells, Mrs. Clara French, Mrs.
Hoar, and Miss Florence May Fultz, gave
readings; Willie and Charley Dill, a dia
logue. and the audience joined in America.
A writer in the New York Journal main
tains that the Garden of Eden was located
in Central America. He neglects to state,
however, whether Schormburgk, the
arbitrary line drawer, even staked it out
for Great Britian.
Could there be a Garden of Eden if John
Bull had anything to do with it?
%
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orders. Still it is undeniable that these
A woman whd takes her practice in heart turns ofnen and tenderly to them,
same disorders most frequently commence cooking with as little thought as when she and to their dear old hills and pleasant
in week day, or Sunday, schools and that first dons long dresses is apt to have a valleys. I have several boys of my own
the type is always more severe in winter feeling that “ cooking should come natu now; when they are older I shall send them
than in summer and the reason is very rally to a woman” an so, in concocting down to Massachusetts to see the girls
i J X J T T U ' T j i J x n j ' i J i J i - n - r clear. In summer open windows afford her dishes will often change a recipe or do there. If ever you see a fine young fellow
perfect ventilation and the impure air pas without the recipe, entirely, using her coming down your street and crying at the
ses out before it can do any harm, for judgment instead. Sometimes the judg top of his voice, “ Where, oh, where is the
A Nursery Song.
which reason it would be a good thing if ment is an excellent one and the result de charming Miss Cherry Nichols ?” you must
O. Peterkin Pout and Gregory Grout
some ailments like whooping-cough and lightful; too often, however, the judgment know he is my boy. And you’ ll be gra
Are two little goblins black,
measles could be taken in the warm is of uncertain quality and varies so cious to him, will you not? Well, I must
Pull oft from Iny house I’ve driven them out,
weather when they cause so little suffer greatly that the results are most disas stop now, for I must go out and shoot a
But somehow they still come back.
ing. And in the home the dread of admit trous and discouraging to the whole buffalo or two for supper. Be sure to call
They clamber up to the Baby’s mouth,
ting fresh air for fear of taking cold too family.
And pull the corners down;
on me if ever you come to this wild pararie
often is the very cause of the cold. If you
They perch aloft on the Baby’s brow
town.
Girls Value Purity In 31en.
will stop to think for a moment you will
And twist it into a frown.
Always affectionately your friend,
A young man writes to Edward W. Bok
And one says “Shall!” and t’other says see that ’ tis seldom those who are most
E u g e n e F ie l d .
“Shan’t!”
exposed to the cold who suffer from it. inquiring why so many girls seem to prefer
C h ic a g o , O ct. 17, 1895.
And one says “Must!” and t’other says Where can you find a hardier race of men the company of young fellows of slightly
"Can’t!”
LEMON JELLY FOI{ CAKE.
than our lumbermen whose lives are spent blotted character—men who have seen the
O, Peterkin Pout and Gregory Grout,
world—and in many cases marry them, in
in
the
open
air?
But
those
who
seldom
Beat
one
egg, add one cup of water, the
I pray you now from my house keep out!
leave the chimney corner, the aged, and face of the fact that their past lives are grated rind and juice of one lemon; slowly
But Samuel Smile and Lemuel Laugh
the very young, easily take cold ait the known to them. In the January issue of stir in one bup of sugar mixed with tw o
Are two little fairies light;
least exposure. Now the remedy would The Ladies’ Home Journal Mr. Bok, its tabiespoonfuls of flour. Cook in double
They’re always ready for fun and chaff
seem
to lie in making our surroundings in editor, makes this reply: “ Girls, that is, boiler until smooth like cream. Fine.
And sunshine is their delight.
winter as much like those in summer as the right kind of girls, do not prefer the
And when they peep through her rosy lips,
possible. “ What, keep windows wide company of young men of this sort.
CREAM FILLING FOR CAKE.
Her laughter rings near and far.
But one says “Please!” and t ’other says “Do!” open?” asks some one with a shiver of Doubtless, you have come across in
Heat in double boiler 34 pint of milk;
And both together say, “I love you”’
dread. No not when the mercury is be stances where this rule has been other stir in. after well beating, the yolks of
So. Lemuel Laugh and Samuel Smile,
low zero, though even then I would open wise; so have I. But it is all in seeming, two eggs, 34 sugar, 34 cup of flour, small
Come in my dears, and tarry a while.
them for' a little while. But see that and not in reality. Depend upon one piece of butter, little salt. Flavor with
—Laura E. Richards in St. Nicholas.
when you are not obliged to be in the thing; girls have as high as estimate of lemon or vanilla.
Gardiner. Me.. Jan.. ’90.
room the windows are opened jnst a little purity in man as men have of purity in
Mas. I l d a M. H a i n e s .
and note how sweet and pure the air will woman. There are, of course, cases to the
Phillips, Maine.
Of course everyone will not agree with grow. This is not guess-work, for I have contrary, but these are few. Where girls
me in the views that are expressed in this in mind a family in one of whose living marry men who are known to have led
EXCELLENT GRAHAM GEMS.
article, but if we waited for that assur rooms a window was lowered during a what is called a ‘worldly life,’ it is more
One cup of graham; tw o scant teaspoons
ance little would evey be accomplished portion of even very cold days, with the generally due to a misunderstanding of
of cream tartar and one of soda; one
and after all each has a right to her own result that the whole family, including facts or to ignorance than people imagine.
tablespoon of sugar; a little salt. Mix
opinions. The very extraordinary winter children, was singularly free from colds. Ther^is a type of girl who finds a pecu
well together; add melted butter size of
we are passing through has been the sub Some people fancy that c o ld air is always liar satisfaction in the conquest of a man
nutmeg, one egg well beaten and enough
ject of much comment, and although we pure air which is quite a mistake, for you who has ‘ seen the w orld,’ and then comes
sweet milk to make thin batter.
shall probably have our full share of snow may open the door of a room that has to her as the one woman of all her sex
Phillips.
I. M. H.
before March is ended, still the season been occupied by many people, but has who can make him happy. This some
cannot but be a brief one. Now the ques not been ventilated since, and although times pleases her vanity and love of con
tion is this, is not such a winter just as the air may be freezing it is foul. Still quest, but she is not many years older
healthful as if snow covered the ground to imagination goes a great ways as it did before she discovers that she has satisfied
the depth of several feet, and the days with the man who was staying for the those feelings at a high cost. There is
were cold and windy instead of being night, at a strange hotel. He awoke to another type of girl who rather fancies a
O F A L L KIN D S,
clear, calm and comparatively mild? Re find tlAat the room was very close and hot man who is what is called ‘fast’ . But
member I am not arguing the point as to and that he must have air. Not remem that sort of girl is painfully igiforant of
At Prices w hich you Can
the n e e d of snow to carry on the many in bering the location of the windows he felt what is meant by that word as applied to
Afford to Buy.
dustries that are suffering from lack of it. blindly about in the dark until his hand a man. If she were not she would be very
We all know that it is a n e c e s s a r y e v il in touched the glass. Being unable to raise apt to change the adjective to ‘ vulgar’ .
our northern climate, and those of us who the sash he gave it a blow which broke And as she. matures she finds this out. It
do not like it for ourselves, wish others the pane, and with a feeling of relief he is only young men of upright lives who
to have the benefits it brings. But simply went back to bed and slept soundly. can hope to win the favor and love of
from t;he standpoint of health may we not Judge of his surprise when on looking girls of high motives, the girls who make
keep as well, and even better in such a around in the morning he saw that the the best wives. If, at times, girls seem to
season as this, providing that we take as w i n d o w s were still whole, but that in his favor young men of another kind, the
good care of ourselves as if the weather search for fresh air he had demolished the glamour is simply transitory. It is rare,
that a giiT’s better instincts do not lead
were as severe as we are used to having it. glass door of a b o o k -c a s e .
her to the higher grade of young men. An
One fruitful source of the numerous coughs
upright life never fails of reward, and of
and colds to which so many are subject,
Guess Work vs. Accurate Measurement
the highest reward, from the hand of
In Cooking.
and from which so few are exempt, is in
Those people are not all dead yet who woman.”
the change from heated rooms to the cold
air of out doors. People will attend stoutly affirm that woman is a born cook
What Was Her Answer.
Call at Ross’ L ivery Stable, Ph il
church and keep their wrappings closely and that all attempts to instruct her in
The Christmas spirit is not quite dead lips, or write to
fastened all the while, and then walk or the so-called “ science” is but a waste of
ride a longer or shorter distance with no time, material and money on what is a when such happy conceits endure as this
additional covering, and naturally they totally unnecessary lesson to the fair sex. of a doubtful lover who wished to know
It is perfectly true that some fortuuate “ how he stood” and did not dare and
feel a chill which too often results in a set
P H IL L IP S , MAINE.
tled cold. The better way is always to beings are born with a talent for prepar could not afford to sepd a costly gift.
He sent a Christmas greeting in this
loosen and throw back the wraps, even if ing well cooked food, but alas the great
way: In a tiny little colored basket two
your stay be of the shortest, as you do not majority have to learn in the hard school
inches square he put a spray of mistletoe,
require it indoors, but feel the warmth of experience and it is only after many
which looked like a bunch of unpolished
when again outside. Again, churches, weary struggles that they can be com
pearls. It rested on a note folded with
schools and dwelling houses suffer from paratively sure of success and cry “ excel
many a graceful twist. The note ran
lack of ventilation. The day seems too sior” as they flaunt the proud knowledge
thus, such is the ingenuity of man:
cold for the windows of the church to be of their prowess over those who are
“ Little Miss Edith—Please hang this on
stumbling
along
up
the
same
hill.
.
opened. The air grows hot and impure
the chandelier and sit under it and think—
But
if
there
is
to
be
any
avoidance
of
from being breathed over and over, and
and decide—whether you would get up
the result both to minister and congrega this toilsome climb it is a necessity that
and lock the door in case there were any
our
young
women
should
realize
the
im
tion is most distressing; indeed the pastor
danger of my coming in. Christmas
needs to be a second Job in order to bear portance of this knowledge that a
greeting; God bless you, Edith. R. S. C.”
Having purchased the business and good-will
with patience the coughs that come like “ sound mind in a sound body” is only
— N . Y . H era ld .
of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect
ill-timed punctuation marks in the midst attained in perfection when body and
fully announce that they are prepared to do
of his most impressive sentences. And as brain are nourished by wholesome, digesti
Letter to a Little Girl
for schools, hear this description of a Lon ble and nutritious foods.
LWritten by Mr. Field, only a few days be
It is one of the most promising signs fore
don school from the pen of Dickens. “ The
his death, in answer to a letter from a lit
whole hot-bed of flushed and exhausted of the times that many of the Woman’s tle Boston girl, telling him she loved him and
read his books.]
Clubs
of
the
day,
hitherto
devoted
almost
infants exchanging measles,
rashes,
Dear Little Lady: I thank.you very much
Mr. Walker has had over 15 years’ experience
whooping-cough, fever and stomach dis exclusively to the pursuit of classical
orders, as if they were assembled in High literature are now waking up to the im for your charming letter. It pleases me as a blacksmith and Mr. Lufkin has been a
greatly to know that away off in Massa wood-worker for many years, and both thor
market for that purpose.”
This was portance and need og a study of the home
chusetts there is a little girl who reads oughly understand their business,
written many years ago and we will hope and its inmates, that from cellar to house
We respectfully solicit a share of patronage
and likes what I write. Not so very long
that even the poorest children in England top and from market to dining room all
L.
W alker,
E. C . L u fkin ,
ago I was a little boy in Massachusetts;
shall
be
sanitaay,
wholesome
and
as
well
are better cared for now, while in our
maybe that is. why I love the Massachu Blodgett's Old Shop, Next Door to Steam Mill.
fitted
to
the
best
needs
of
the
individual
country sanitary reform has done won
setts people so very much, for indeed my
RANGELEY, MAINE.
ders in stopping the spread of childish dis as brain can plan and purse furnish.
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A Cosy Corner for the Ladies.

Carriages!

The Nobby Drop-Axle Buggy, and
Other Well Known Styles.

W. J. ROSS,

JV ew

Blacksmith
Shop.

Walker & Lufkin

General Biacksm sthing
& C a rria g e R epairing.

RANGELEY LAKES

4
Rangeley Lakes.

Now.

’ TW IXT YOU AND ME.

Feller what shirks an’ is lazy
Ain’t no use in livin’, I vow!
But I tell yer who is the daisy—
The feller thet does things now.
He’s never procrastinatin’
An’ tellin’ ye “why\ an’ “how,”
When the doin’ on't’s what he's hatin':
He jest goes and does it, now.
Ef the cordwood calls fer a tussle
Thet'U bring the sweat to his brow,
He gits out his saw with a hustle.
An’ tackels the job right now.
The chap thet talks of ter-morrer
Is crooked somewheres, I How:
In payin’ what he may borrer.
He never gits ’round ter now.
But the feller that starts on the minute—
The crows don’t roost on his plough—
Ef’t rains he ain’t workin’ out in it.
'Cause he gits his hay in now.
Ef yer lookin' fer what’ll suit yer.
Yer kin take of yer hat an’ bow
Ter the chap thet’s short on the future
An’ ekerly long on now.

“ Kickei’s” sometimes tell the truth.
Published every Thursday morning, by the

Rangeley Lakes Publishing Company,
HARRY P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C.DILL.
Editors and Proprietors.

’ Twill soon be time to think of next
season.
Isn’ t it about time Rangeley republicans
started a Reed club ?

An A. P. A. lodge has been organized at
Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post-Offlcc, Auburn, Me. Poor Auburn!
as Second Class Matter.
“ What is so rare as a day in June” —
Well, say a snowstorm this winter.

SUBSCRIPTION PR ICE, S 1 .0 0 Per Year
In Advance.

An exchange tells about the “ propergation” of fish—which is highly im-proper.

D e v o t e d to the Interests o f the IVhole
R a n g e l e y l a k e s Region.

Whooping cough is raging.—Acton Cor
respondence Springvale Advocate.
Sort ’er whoopin’ things up, I presume.

AD V ER T ISIN G Rates Reasonable, and w ill
be made known on application.

Address all communications to
Ra n g eley L akes . Rangeley, Maine.

Can a forger be at the same time a
“ safe” man?—Portland Express.
Possibly, but an un-safe man is a forger.

The oldest inhabitant drew the line some,
time ago. This kind of weather surpasses
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y , J a n . 23, 1896. even his elastic memory.
Prom the Railroad Commissioners re
port for the year ending June 30, 1895, it
it learned that 117.86 miles of railroad
have been built in Maine during the year.
There was on the above date, 1,493.07
miles of standard gauge, 130.28 miles of 2
feet gauge and 3 miles of 3 feet gauge.
The commissioners have a good word to
say for our Franklin county narrow
gauge roads.

—From Life.
Biographical Humbugs.
An interesting article, descriptive of the
way in which biographies of conceited
people are gotten up, was recently pub
lished in the New York Sun. It brought
to mind an acquaintance with one of these
agents and an amusing incident related to
one of the proprietors of R a n g e l e y

It is rumored in the trade that, as a re
sult of certain combinations already made,
1,000,000 first-class bicycles will be placed
on the market this year a t the selling price
of twenty-five dollars.—Exchange.
The bike will soon be too cheap to be
L
interesting.

The “ New England Christian Associa
tion” has taken a big contract-^-the crush
ing out of all secret societies from college
fraternities to Masonry and Rotfhan
We have received, through the kindness Catholicism. In fact the contract is so
of Hon. F. E. Timberlake, a copy of the large as to cause a smile.
Report of the Railroad Commissioners of
“ We’ re just beginning to get what we’ re
Maine for 1895. The railroad map of the entitled
to ,” says a New Auburn man.
State that accompanies the report is much “ The city fathers have been giving us
sought after. It is a very correct map, water mains, sewers, new streets, electric
and this year, for the first time, is done in lights, a fire station and a bridge. Now
we want that new schoolhouse.” —Lewisthe Kennebec Journal office, by Burleigh & ion Journal.
Flynt, State Printers, and is better than
Pass the rest of the earth right over,
those sent out in former years. Till one gentlemen!
has examined1 the map they can have but
A Dexter clergyman while making a call
a faint idea of the network of railroads
the other day accidentally broke the glass
that are extending their branches all over in his h ost’ s door. A kind old lady
the State.
started a subscription to settle the
damages. She succeeded so well that
••Touching that little accouut’ " of the there was enough left after paying for the
doings of the Boards of Trade in other glass to buy the clergyman a pair of
pants.—Kennebec Journal.
towns, let us just say, that a commercial
If that parson has a business head, he
man, recently in this place, had, a few
will go back and break some more glass—
nights previous, attended a Board of
and get a coat and vest to go with: his
Trade meeting at Rumford Falls. He
pants.
says it was a very enthusiastic meeting, a
Just paste the following in your hat
large attendance and the members are all
working together for the good of the (or on the cupboard door, anywhere else
town. It is easy to see the fruits of such you please) and ’ twill save you many a
an organization in that booming section hunt through the almanac:
March, May, August and November will
and with the material to be found here, a
Board can be organized that will show each have five Sundays.
February begins and ends on Saturday.
the good work accomplished, inside of six
Fourth of July, Memorial Day and
months. There are matters that ought to Washington’ s Birthday will coine on
be looked after at once. Why not ap Saturday, Bunker Hill day on Wednes
day, Christmas on Friday, Labor Day.
point a meeting for some evening and Monday, Sept. 7, and * Thanksgiving
either organize or vote such a thing down? probably Nov. 26. Easter Sunday will
come April 5.
The only eclipse visible in North Ameri
We are often amused, and sometimes
ca in 1896 will occur August 22 and 23, a
annoyed, by a certain class of people. partial eclipse of the moon.
You ask one of this class to subscribe for
Spring will begin March 19, summer,
your paper and he says: “ I should like June 20, fall, Sept. 22, and winter, Dec. 21.
to, but I have so many papers now that I
can't read ’em all, and I couldn’ t possibly
The Maine P ress A ssociation.
find time to read yours beside.” But
time runs on and you one day publish an
The Belfast Journal had a very readable
article which runs counter to this fellow’ s story of the Press Association’ s meeting
ideas; and, Gee Whiz! the next mail brings in Portland, full of good points and sug
a long and indignant letter of contradic gestions for the guidance of that bodjfc In
tion from him. He never stops to explain regard to the annual outing, Bro. Pillshow he happend to see and i-ead the paper bury is in favor of taking a “ restful week”
which he “ couldn’ t possibly find time to near home, or in the State at least. He
read,” but he walks into the editor with mentions several charming spots, but
all the assurance of an unpaid subscrip through some unaccountable oversight
tion bill of 19 years’ standing, and talks omitted Rangeley. He will be pardoned
to him like a father to a son—only more on condition that he at once rectify it.
so. He is an odd individual, and is to be
From Rangeley there are more “ near
found wherever a newspaper is published, by” resorts than can be found in any other
so R angeley L akes does not pose as a section of the State, away from the coast.
discoverer.
And even the coast lacks the variety that
is to be found about the Rangeleys. “ Come
R angeley L a k e s costs only one dollar up and see us and we’ ll make it pleasant
a year, and is worth it.
for you.”
*

akes.

We were boarders at a hotel in one of
Canada’ s thriving cities, and he, being a
most agreeable gentleman, the acquaint
ance became very intimate and has con
tinued ever since.
He was sent out by a, firm who were
about publishing an elaborate work,
“ Prominent Men of Canada,” or some
similar title, and in his off hours many of
his “ trade” secrets were given away. It
was the custom of the firm to select three
or four of the most prominent citizens of
a town or city, all of whose characteris
tics were studied, and any peculiar traits
were worked over in the "star chamber”
of the firm. When these investigations
were completed the soliciting agent was
called in and everything in connection
with the intended victims, that would be
of aid, was placed before him. Being a
suave individual, and having so many of
the features to work on, he readily ob
tained the confidence of the “ leading"’
citizens and could very easily broach the
subject of his visit, rarely failing to secure
a fine biography,-a late photograph, and
a good fat contract for space in the newwork, as well as orders for extra copies
for libraries and friends.
*
He related one incident in which he ac
knowledged himself beaten. “ I was play
ing him for a large strike and doing my
best to accomplish it, but he was one of
you Yankees and beat me at my own
game,” said he.
Being urged to relate the story, he con
sidered a short time, then started in: “ Id o
not think it was ever told outside the
office, and the inside office at that. We
have enjoyed it hugely, though, and I sel
dom get in without some allusion being
made to it. The check, by the way, is
framed and hangs over the chief editor’s
desk as it is kept sacredly.
It was ten years ago. I was instructed
in rny lesson and sent to one of the large
towns of western Ontario, not at that
time a city. My list included five resi
dents. who were numbered from one up,
in the order in which they were to be ap
proached.
Your countryman headed the list. He
was engaged in manufacturing and his
concern was one of the largest in the
Dominion, and he was rolling in wealth.
Nothing less than a thousand dollars was
expected from him. But we haven’ t yet
secured it.
I looked about the town for a couple of
days, to obtain my bearing, and pick up
any stray bits of conversation that I
might chance to hear. On the afternoon
of the second day I started out, taking
only my letters of introduction from the

house, and a few from clergyman, whom
we had written up, and called at his
manufactory. I was shown into his pri
vate office, gave him my card, and begged
he Would pardon the interruption. He receivfed me very cordially, looked through
my letters and when I asked if I could
have a private interview, out of business
hours, was pleasantly informed that he
had no engagements for that evening and
would be most happy to entertain me at
his home. I gladly accepted the invita
tion and an early hour found me at his
door.
I was shown into a magnificently fur
nished apartment where I found the
gentleman awaiting me. He was a very
interesting speaker, and was one of the
best informed men it had ever been my
pleasure to meet. The inside political re
lations of both Canada and the United
States, were as familiar to him as his
everyday business. A t a late hour I
found I had hardly advanced a single step
in the business I was engaged on and was
forced to ask another appointment.
Two evenings later I was again seated
in his drawing-room, and warned by my
former negligence let no time pass till I had
explained our methods, shown advance
sheets and portraits of a few prominent
men we had already obtained, and seem
ingly had him deeply interested. I felt
when I had arranged for the next evening’s
meeting that my task was completed, but.
I certainly “ reckoned without my host.”
I had, during the half dozen interviews,
obtained the outline for a good biographi
cal sketch, and m y-last evening was to
arrange the financial part of the contract.
He, of course, would only have the finest
portrait work, and the best writer to do
the biography. Such work cost the com
pany a large sum of money. The cut
alone would stand us over 8100. The
specialist to write the text would cost
about a hundred dollars a page. Stock,
printing, binding, expenses of agents, rent,
insurance and a hundred other details,
would add at least a hundred dollars
more to every page in the book. The
company would clean up but very small
margin on each individual. Fifty dollars,
at the outside, would be the most they
could expect in their best paying sketch.
I know now that he in reality gave me
a searching cross-examination, at the
time I was not aware of it. but from what
I told him he had me solid on the sum of
836.00 as the sum total that would repre
sent the profit we would make on his
write-up.
Asking me to excuse him, he stepped to
a desk and in a moment returned with a
check, for that amount, made payable to
the company, which he begged I would
present to the manager, with his compli
ments, and they might leave him out of
the book.
The interview was at an end. but so
pleasantly did he decline that I didn’ t
realize what a confounded idiot I had been
till I reached my room at the hotel and
found I had really accepted the check.
A train left that town at 2 o ’clock, a . m .
I paid my bill and departed. Another
agent was sent to complete the canvass.
I have frequently met the gentleman, he
is very cordial, urges me to ca lla th is home
when I visit his town; but as I can always
see a merry twinkle in his eye, and a
twitching of the muscles of his mouth. 1
know what he is thinking about.
W est Phillips.
Geo. L. Lakin informs us that the Odd
Fellows’ Accident Insurance Co., of which
he is agent, has done business in this
State three years.
The following officers were elected for
the ensuing quarter of Sandy River
Lodge, No. 356, I. O. G. T.. West Phillips.
C. T., Charles McKenney; V. C. T.. Mary
Wing; Chap., Lillian McKenney; F. S..
Geo.. L. Lakin; T.. John Lufkin; S., Ethel
Lakin; G., Carlton Rubier. Voted not to
surrender their charter. The lodge is ex
pecting to secure the use of the church for
their meetings.

RANGELEY LAKES
This umbrella affair is let down till it is
tw o feet off bottom and then you wait
developments.

»

With the Sportsmen.
Foxes are very numerous this winter,
but mighty hard to get within range of.

Something About Smelting.

The Past Master of Smelting says
smelts bite; but. with all due regard to
his knowledge, 1 don’ t believe they do.
Four hours close observation convinces j
me that a smelt, unconcernedly following
the tide up the river, accidently brushes
against a hook. Moved by the native J
politeness of its shy and retiring disposi
tion. it turns and apologizes. While it is
telling the segment of a clam worm how
mortified it was by the collision, the
practiced fisherman will gently but firmly
pull the hook past the smelt’ s jaw in a
,way which silences apology and “ hooks”
the smelt. But to talk of biting is pure
nonsense.
I’ ve fished for trout long
enough to know what a “ bite” means,
and I ’ ve seen a six-inch Rangeley trout
make more commotion than all the smelts
that were caught at Stroudwater last
year put together.

.A . W
m
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Our Sporting Readers.
a v e n ’ t you some friend
whom you would like to

H

have

accompany you

on

your next season’s trip to
the Rangeleys ?

P e r h a p s you have talked
When the ponds freeze up and the shoot
Fox hunting is about the only Franklin
your best to him hut with
ing season closes, the Portland sportsman
county sport which isn’ t prohibited by
has one refuge left. He gathers unto him
out success. Let us try—
1aw at this time of the year.
self two or three chosen companions and
y o u send us h is address
Hon. Heni’y O. Stanley, of Dixfield, was for several evenings they draw plans,
reappointed Commissioner of Inland Fish make estimates—the outcome of which is
and one dollar: w e will
and Game by Governor Cleaves, last a smelt shanty at Stroudwater. That’ s
send him R a n g e l e y L a k e s
week.
where the tidewater sportsman has an
for one year; and, by the
We are told by a Rangeley guide that advantage over his inland brethren. While
v*‘
w
%•
there were only tw o good days for still they’ re wistfully looking at rod and gun
time the ice leaves the
Thaxter and I were put in the middle,
hunting during the past open season— hanging on the rack, he’s sitting in a camp
lakes, he’ll be as enthus
with
a
line
apiece
and
one
to
watch
in
chair, watching a smelt line. This sport
something very unusual.
is growing in favor with the younger men common. Palmer told us to watch the
iastic a Rangeley man as
The Anglers Protective Association had of the Forest City, and this winter’ s loop he tied in the lines just above the
yourself. A d d r e s s ,
a directors meeting last week and voted Portland contingent of the Sti’oudwater water. “ When that moves or your line
to run the hatchery this season, provided village is larger than ever. You see pulls away steadily, you have a fish on,”
the State will furnish the eggs. An effort Stroudwater is only a couple of miles said he. So we watched and waited. He
is to be made to get subscription from the from the city and is on the electric car snaked out a few of them on his lines, and
railroad companies.
line, so is easy of access and not so arvfully then came over and caught a few on ours
just to sIioav us how easy it was. Still
Rangeley liars (there are tw o or three far from home if you chance to stay till
we watched and waited.
after
the
last
car
has
gone.
residents of this section who can stretch
“ Fish on your line, E lliott.” said Ed.
the gospel a little, you know) are distinct“ Is there!” answered I, ’making a sud have been expected to write very cheerful
Given three or four jolly companions, a
ly ‘ mot in it” with the famous fox hunter,
den grab at the rigging.
sermons under those circumstances.
J ohn Norton of Frankfort. Norton told warm fire and a snug shanty, etc., etc.,
Palmer had told Thaxter the same thing
a party of Prospect sports the other day [ad lib.], smelting is a mighty jolly sport
THE WORLD IX GENERAL,.
at the same time and we both pulled up
that he once captured tw o bull frogs in and an evening in camp is long to be re
together. Nothing on either line.
•Ex-President Harrison authorizes the
Half Moon pond that weighed 14% lbs. membered. I never had visited a smelt
“ Can’ t expect to catch ’em if you jerk announcement that he is engaged to be
and that Barnum paid him $200 for them camp up to last week, so .everything was
like that,” commented Palmer. “ Take married to Mrs. Dimmick after Lent.
new
to
me.
We
struck
the
village
oh
the
and was glad to get 'em. It is our own
’em steady and easy this w ay,” and he
opinion that Norton himself is worth more ice about 7.30 and were soon in camp. The
The death roll of the Armenian massa
party was made up of Fred Palmer, who lifted a plump looking smelt out of the
than $200 as a champion liar.
cres is now placed at 15,845. And still the
! was a past master of smelt-fishing; Ed water by way of illustration.
The indications an; that Maine, and ! Hunt, who was an entered apprentice; and
After a while we "g o t onto the racket” slaughter goes on. And still the Powers
most certainly the Rangeley regions, will, Billy Thaxter and myself, who were nov somewhat better and learned to detect a stand by untnoved.
the coming season, have more visitors ices. ■
“ bite” with more or less accuracy and
The most interestingly sensational news
made a fairly good showing before the
than ever before.
Genei*al Passenger
The shanty was about 10x10. with a evening was done. 'Figures are dry read of the week is the rumor that the British
Agent Boothby, of the Maine Central
Ry., has had an application from Davos locker in one corner, a stove at one side, ing, and so I’ ll refrain from mentioning flying squadron, has sailed for the West
Platz, Switzerland, for a guide book windows at the end and side, and a half- Thaxter’ s and mine. Also because the 1Indies, and ultimately Venezuela. The
appearance of the squadron in Venezuelan
issued by that company, and from all over dozen camp chairs for the fishSrs. There totals might surprise you.
E. C. D.
waters at this time Avould haxre a most
the U. S. requests come by the thousand. was also a folding table and a, couple of
disquieting effect, and might easily rouse
This is one of the guide books that Range- packs of cards for use when the fish didn’ t
the subsiding Avar spirit in this country.
bite. Beside all this there was a fishing
THE WEEK BOILED DOWN.
ley is in, and we’ ll sec the good of it.
hole running the whole width of the camp
The Cuban rex’ olution is costing Spain
and about 18 inches wide. Thaxter can
STATE.
GAME IN ABUNDANCE
a pretty penny. Since the 1’ oav started,
tell you more about that than I can.
Bangor has a fire-bug who’ s been in Spain has paid out .$85,000,000—and the
When he entered the camp in the dusk of
F. J- Tracey, of Stacyville, Goes Exploring
early evening, the strip of dark water dustriously at work *ever since November. rebels are no Avhere near subdued yet.
and Sees a P retty SightThe Spanish general, Campos, is to be
looked like a painted settee and Thaxter
Savings Bank Block, Dexter, the scene succeeded by a new man and the fight con
started to put his lunch basket on it. A t
F. J. Tracy of Stacyville, had an inter-'
of the famous Barron tragedy, was tinued. So far the rebels have been
csting and rather exciting experience a about the hight of an ordinary settee he ^burned Saturday with a loss of $12,000.
entirely successful and seem in a fair Avay
encounted
nothing,
so
he
thought
it
was
short time ago while in the woods on an
*
\ to capture Havana. There has been much
The Kennebec ice cutters have com talk in this country to the effect that our
exploring trip. He made his camp by the probably a low seat. “ I lowered away on
government should recognize the rebels;
side of a small pond about 15 acres in ex the basket,” he said, “ till I decided it menced work. A poor prospect on the but President Cleveland says in vieAv of
tent, which abounds in trout and is a wasn’ t a seat, but only a dark strip of Hudson makes the Kennebecers all the the fact that so many Americans are en
flooring. Still I couldn’ t find anything happier.
gaged in the conflict,’ such a step would
gathering place for big game.
bring on Avar with Spain.
Mr. Tracy was standing near this pond substantial, even when the basket was
A gang of safe blowers are at work in
when he saw at one time fourteen deer, several inches below the flooring. ’ Bout
Write Your Own Ads.
the western part of the State. They
three'm oose and four black ducks, all that time Fred struck a match and want
cracked several safes in Gorham Friday
[Live Matter.]
ed
to
know
if
I
was
tx-ying
to
soak
the
within easy rifle shot. Such a sight as
There are many men who do not ad\’ernight.
food,
or
what
,’
t’ell,
and
I
found
out
what
•£*
that is seldom seen, even in the wilds of
tise as extensively as they otherwise Avould
I was up to. It was a hanged wonder I
Dr. John F. Hill, of Augusta, has with because they do not want to pay the pro
northern Maine.
didn’ t put that basket down and then sit drawn from the gubernatorial race, leav fessional Avriter of advertisements his price
One of the moose, a bull, after a little
when they feel that they can write the ad.
down beside it to wait till Fred lit up.”
ing Powers, of Houlton, a clear field for as Avell if not better than he can. So they
time made a charge at the deer, scatter
* * if
the republican nomination—and election.
ing them in all directions, but the cow
content themselves with preparing a short,
Over this strip of water, is a cross bar
*
clear statement of what they have to seli
and calf were in no hurry and wandered to which are fastened the lines, seven in
This “ open winter” is expensive busi and its price. The professional ad. Avriters
leisurely off among the bushes to another number. The lines are looped up over
ness for the lumbermen. In some parts of —adv-smiths they are called by The New
teeding place.
York Herald—are in danger of becoming
nails driven into the bar six inches apart,
Mr. Tracy is well acquainted with the so that a fisherman can accurately length Maine and New Hampshire men and teams deuced bores. Their much vaunted adxrerwooded regions of Aroostook, and from en or shorten his lines to suit the varying are coming out of the woods with the de tisement Avriting and arrangement of dis
play usually results in . ’-’hat, on the
what he has seen this year he thinks it an tide, and still keep his hooks just the or termination of remaining out until we printed* page, looks like a typographical
easy thing for hunters to get all the game dained “ tw o feet from bottom .” The lag have sledding.
nightmare. The English of ’the so-called
“ business writer” —another name for the
the law will allow.
ging consists of a stout line 12 or 15 feet
Fire, Friday, destroyed the potato adA’-smith—is generally pointless, because
long, to which is attached an umbrella-like house of Russell Howard at Presque Isle. he strives to make so many points. The
wire frame with four arms, to which are Many thousand barrels of Aroostook effusions of his “ business” Muse are like a
What arc Pot-hunters?
piece of jobvvork which is all display, and
Forest and Stream may well ask the attached small gutted hooks and sinkers. tubers were roasted—but potatoes only therefore there is no display at all. The
The
bait
used
is
“
clam
worms,”
which
look
above question when it makes the follow 
bring 45 cts. a barrel in Aroostook, so the public is getting tired of it, and finds it
actually refreshing to read an advertise
ing statement: “ A Detroit duck shooter much like ordinary angle worms, but loss was small.
ment Avritten by the man Avho has the
*and his friend have made a run of 4,102 which have a way of sprouting feelers and
goods to sell. The effect is better than
An Athens (Me.) pastor has just re that Avhich is supposed to be secured bv
ducks, and the report of it says that if horns when you touch them, and ai’e un
ceived
a
divorce
on
the
ground
that
his
pleasantly
suggestive
of
the
“
ear
wigglers”
the professional ad. Avriter. Write vour
•anybody besides pot-hunters’ made a bet
ads.
Be independent of the adA’ter record this year, they have not been you used to unearth when you were a kid. wife threatened smcide, kept the whole OAvn
smith. and trust to the printer to see to it
heard from. What and who are pot- It takes about a quarter of a worm for family in hot water much of the time and that your ad. copy is properly presented
each hook or one worm for each rigging. finally deserted him. He couldn’ t really to the public.
hun ters?”
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RANGELEY LAKES.
A 20-TON VOICE,

And

More

G estures

Thau

Ten

K iuetoscopes Could Record—
The W ashington Novelties.
1Special correspondence of R a n g e l e y L a k e s ] .
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., Jan. 21,1895.

while the Senator nonchalantly finished
eating his lunch.
F. Marion Crawford, the novelist, gave
a dinner to a select party of ten, among
the guests being Henry Irving and Ellen
Terry and Speaker Reed. A phono
graphic report of the conversation would
be decidedly interesting.
Representative Gibson, of Tenn., one of
the new members of the House, has by
general consent been awarded the belt
long worn by Representative Wheeler, of
Ala., as the champion exponent of the
Delsartian art in Congress. Mr. Gibson
is a small man, but he wears a fierce look
ing black moustache and carries a twentyton voice. And when speaking ho can
make more gestures to the second than
ten kinetoscopes could record. He also
pounds the desks in his vicinity with a
viciousness that will sooner or later re
sult in broken fingers or broken desks.
The very latest fad is a lunch in the
middle of the day, but it isn’ t called
“ lunch.” It’s a “ dove feast,” and only
ladies are invited. Mrs. Lamont gave a
“ dove feast” in honor of her guests, Miss
W oodward and Miss Bryant, of New
York, this week. The center piece of the
daintily decorated table was made of
white carnations and ferns, and beside
each plate was a corsage boquet of violets
tied with white satin ribbon. There were
fifteen guests, only two of them married.

Secretary and Mrs. Carlisle entertained
at dinner, recently, a very distinguished
party, including President and Mrs. Cleve
land, all the members of the cabinet and
the ladies of their families, Vice-Presi
dent Stevenson and Sir Julian and Lady
Pauncefote. While never lavish — they
can’ t afford to be—the Carlisle’ s have a
reputation as dinner givers second to
that of no family in Washington.
Mrs. Cleveland is finding her time well
occupied by her social duties just now. In
addition to the Carlisle dinner she had to
assist the President in entertaining the
Diplomatic corps at the second state din
ner, she gave a luncheon in honor of her
guest, Miss Bryant of New York, and
held a card reception.
One of a most noticeable things about
this season’ s entertainments is that dia
monds are again being extensively worn
by the ladies. For a time they were about
tabooed in the real swagger set. Not so
now.
A t some recent entertainments
fortunes were represented by the diamonds
in sight. Among the women in Washing
THERE ARE SUCH THINGS
ton who own valuable collections of dia
monds are Mrs. Hearst, of California, Sea Serpents Do Exist, for Capt- Charles
Deering Saw One Close Aboard.
whose collection is said to rival that
which made Mrs. Leland Stanford famous
Capt. Charles Deering of the steamer
a few years ago; Mrs. U. S. tyrant, whose
diamond bracelets created a furore in Tremont, a gentleman whose story can be
society when she presided over the White accepted without reservation, gave a P ort
House; Mrs. Cleveland, whose necklace of land Argus an account of a close view he
solitaires was the President’s first present had of a sea serpent—for there is snch a
to her after marriage, and who is especi thing, whatever it may be. “ When I was
ally fond of her numerous diamond hair about 15 years of age,” said Capt. Deer
ornaments; Mrs. Dominguiz, wife of the ing. “ I was cook on a sailing packet on
Argentine charge d’ affaires, whose dia the coast of Maine.
“ The vessels was at anchor one day in
monds dazzled San Francisco and London
society when she was Miss Helena Mur Penobscot bay about half a mile south
phy; Mrs. Patenotre, wife of ths French west from Cape Rosier. The captain and
Ambassador, whose papa makes money myself were dressing the fish when we
■enough out of newspaper enterprises to heard a noise that sounded like the rush
buy diamonds by the peck if so disposed; ing of a brook over a fall. The captain
Baroness Theilman, whose gems are noted shouted, ‘W hat’ s that?’ and both of us
for their purity, and Mrs. Scott Town looked up and saw a huge creature of the
send who wears the most elaborate of soli serpent kind passing at about 200 feet dis
taires ever seen in Washington, and tant from the vessel on the port side. It
probably the most valuable. A lover of was moving swiftly at the rate of between
diamonds would travel a long ways to see 15 or 20 miles on hour, and making a
that necklace. The three or four stones in strong wake.
“ Part of its head was above water, and
front appear to be as large as the average
size hazel nut and the smallest is as big as was that of a serpent; the body appeared
a buckshot, and there are probably fifty in to be about os big as a hogshead, and at
the necklace.
'
1 least 100 feet long. Its movement through
Some twelve or thirteen artists who the water was the same as that of a water
have submitted models for the equestrian snake. We were amazed at the sight. It
statue of Gen. Sherman are here and they kept on its course and tried to pass be
are making things lively for each other tween tw o islands where the water was
and doubly so for the unfortunate mem very shallow. This it seemed to find im
bers of the committee which will have to possible and in turning back—tacking the
decide which of the models shall be se ship, so to speak—the monster threw its
lected. I once thought there was more forepart what seemed to be about 50 feet
back-biting among newspaper workers out of the water. Then we became satisfied
than in any other profession, but since beyond a doubt that we had seen the
hearing these artists
express their long talkad about sea serpent.
“ Shortly afterwards in Eggemoggin
opinions of each other I have changed my
reach this same serpent, or one exactly
mind.
It seems incredible that a man who has like it was floating at rest on the surface
been in the Senate for years should not of the water and was seen by the Castine
know that in the niches above the gallery cutter which happened to come along.
seats of the Senate chamber are marble That same season Deacon Allen, who lived
butts of a number of more or less distin on Pond Island in Bluehill Bay, while
guished Americans, but if the following rowing between the island and the main
conversation, alleged to have taken place land, passed close by the same creature
in the Senate lunch room between Senator and saw it distinctly.”
Gray, of Delaware, and an ambitious
M ustn’t Play in His Back Yard.
sculptor, can be relied upon there is one if
In a family living not far from James
no more: Sculptor, “ Senator, I want
you to look at my bust of ---------, just street, an amusing incident happened the
placed in position.”
Senator, “ Didn’ t other day. The family includes a little
know there were any busts in the Senate.” boy about 10 years of age. During the
Sculptor, “ D o you mean to say you don’ t conversation at the dinner table he used
some bad language. Jlis mother natur
know that the Senate contains busts of ally reproved him severely for it.
Jefferson, the Adamses, Hendricks, M or
“ Why, Shakespeare uses those words,”
/
ton, Hannibal Hamlin and Stevenson?” exclaimed the lad
“ Well, then, you mustn’ t play with
Senator, “ Never knew a thing about it
Shakespeare any more,” was the prompt
before.” The sculptor is reported to have and cautious reply of the horrified mother.
fainted at this stage of the conversation. —Syracuse Post.
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F ora
prom pt answ er and an h on est opin ion , w rite t o
iM U N N & C O . , w h o h a v e had nearly fifty years’
ex p erien ce in th e patent business. C om m unica
tion s s trictly confiden tial. A H a n d b o o k o f In
fo rm a tio n con cern in g P a t e n t s and how t o ob 
ta in them sen t free. A ls o a catalogu e o f m echan
ical and scien tific book s sen t free.
P a ten ts taken th rou gh M unn & Co. r e c e iv e
special n o tice in th e S c i e n t i f i c A m e r i c a n , and
thus are brou gh t w idely b e fo r e th e p u b lic w ith
o u t cost t o th e in ven tor. T h is splendid paper,
issued w eekly, elegan tly illustrated, has by far th e
largest circu la tion o f any scien tific w ork in th e
w orld. S 3 a vear. Sample c op ies sen t free.
B u ilding E d ition , m on th ly, $2.60 a year. Single
copies, t i 5 cen ts. E v ery nu m ber con tain s beau 
t ifu l plates, in colors, and p h otog ra p h s o f new
h ouses, w ith plans, en ab lin g bu ilders t o show th e
latest design s and secu re con tra cts. A d dress
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Headstones,
Tablets, Curbing, Etc.,
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S p e cia list in H orse-S hoeing.

LAND IS CALIFORNIA.

I can sell parties who are desirous of locating
in California, Real Estate in any quantity from
5 to 1000 or more acres, situated in, what I con
sider the best part of California, from 20 to 50
miles from the ocean, just brought into the
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
Francisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge peo
ple to leave Maine, but if any are coming here.
I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per
acre, as good as can be bought in other parts
HEADSTONES, TABLETS.
of the state for $400 per acre. Climate fine.
MANTLE SHELVES, AND Well wooded, pine and oak. Good water.
This is the best chance for a poor man to get
CEMETERY WORK OF ALL KINDS.
land and make a start of any place I have seen
in this state. For particulars write or call on

RANGELEY,

:

:

M A IN E .

PHILLIPS MARBLE WORKS,
Monuments,

DONE TO ORDER.

Address.
SEWARD DILL.
Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
A. R. BOOTH,
B o x . 3 0 8 ,
B h illip H , M e ,
El Paso de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
All Orders by Mail or Telegraph promptly
Co., Cal.
attended to.
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RANGELEY LAKES
Buying and Selling.

Connoissourship is beset with tempta
tions, and it is hard to lay down rules. It
is clearly fair to buy a young man’s work
at its market value, say a Rossetti in the
pre-Raphaelite days, for £50 or £ 100, but
to purchase below the known value, say, a
Shakespeare quarto from an ignoramus for
a crown is trading beyond reason on an
other’s ignorance. The same considera
tions apply as in betting. In fair betting
a man buys a chance, but when the chance
you sell is no chance at all, and you know
it, you are swindling. Betting ethics,
which are vague, forbid betting on a cer
tainty, but really the morality of the mat
ter is that a man should get his money’s
worth in the way of a chance. Still if it
is not fair to trade on another’s ignorance
one may profit in reason by one’s own
knowledge.
For instance, a well known writer picked
up in a twopenny barrow at different times
the only two known copies of a Shelley
pamphlet. The pamphlet was unsigned,
and perhaps not another man in the king
dom would have identified the book, so
that the purchaser almost created the value
of what he purchased. In horse dealing
caveat emptor is taken in its widest sense,
yet even in buying horses cases may ari»)
where the buyer should not take too good
care of himself. No doubt in such bar
gains as well as in connoisseur purchases
one has to take into account all the times
one is “ done,” and the professional horse
coper or bric-a-brac dealer makes it his
trade to sell, not at a fixed price, but at
the largest possible profit, so that the
tables may fairly be turned on him.—Lon
don Spectator.
His Wedding Fee.

HIS SMILE DISAPPEARED.

MECHANICAL LEGS.

And So Did He, Taking; a Prize Bee Along;
W ith Him.

Artificial Limbs So Natural Nowadays That
They Defy Close Scrutiny.

The old man in the “ L ” smoking car
was absorbed in his newspaper when tho
burly youth entered. A pasteboard box
was on the seat beside the old man, and
with the air of a man who knew his rights
and was prepared to enforce them, the
youth sat down on it.
“ I beg your pardon, sir,” said the old
man politely, “ but you’re sitting on my
box. ’ ’
“ I know it,” replied the burly youth
as he took a cigar from his pocket and
prepared to light it. “ Why didn’t you get
it out of the way? You only paid for one
seat, I guess. ’ ’
“ If you had spoken to me,” explained
the old man, “ I would have made room
for you. I was reading the paper and did
not see you. ’ ’
“ It ain’t my business to keep your
things off the seats, ” retorted the burly
youth. “ I paid for a seat and took it.”
“ But I have something in that box that
I wouldn’ t have injured fora great deal,”
expostulated the old man.
“ Well, I guess it’s done for now,” said
the burly youth, with a taunting laugh.
.“ Perhaps it isn’ t,” urged tho old man.
“ If you’d kindly get up for a minute” —
“ But I won’t,” returned the youth
shortly.
By this time some of the other passen
gers were becoming interested, and one or
two of them evinced a desire to throw the
burly youth out of the car. A faint smile
that seemed to lurk around the old man’s
mouth, however, made them hesitate. Ho
looked like a man who thought he had tho
best of the affair in spite of the other’s
calm assurance.
It was perhaps two minutes later when
the burly youth emitted a wild yell and
bounded from his seat into the aisle. A n
other yell followed, and he bounded down
the aisle toward the door with both hands
in the vicinity of his coattail pockets. On
the platform of the car he began making
frantic endeavors to take off his coat, but
before he succeeded the train pulled into a
station, and ho sprang off and dashed into
the waiting room.
The old man had thrown a paper over
tho box when the burly youth got up, and
now he carefully raised the edge of it and
inspected what was underneath.
“ Confound h im !” he exclaimed at last.
“ What’s the matter?” asked one of the
others.
“ Why, he’s run off with one of my prize
bees,” said the old man ruefully.—Chi
cago Post.

The pastor of a prominent church in a
city of New York was discussing with one
of his country parishioners the subject of
ministerial salaries. The parishioner in
sisted that his pastor must be laying asido
a great portion of his salary—which, by
the way, was not large, as city salaries go
—and when the minister attempted to ex
plain that there were many demands for
money on a man in his position tho farmer
intimated that the wedding fees for a year
would amount to a tidy sum. Unable to
disabuse the farmer’s mind of this impres
sion, the minister asked him what he
would give for the first four marriage fees.
The farmer replied, “ I will give you the
best cow on my place.” It was a year
when cows were worth twd*or three times
the prico they have been bringing this
season.
“ It is a bargain,” said the minister.
In a fow weeks the first wedding party
arrived. As soon as they were gone the
Preferred Papa.
minister drove out to see his parishioner.
Mother (at a reception)—Why didn’ t you
“ I have como to pay the first installment
on the price of that cow .” The preacher accompany Mr. Nicefello out to supper?
Sweet Girl—I preferred to go with papa.
went out to his carriage, returned with a
Mother—Air. Nicefello is devoted to you
covered basket, and, opening it, disclosed
and seemed much dejected by your refusal.
two small puppies.—New York Press.
I thought you—er—rather liked him?
Sweet Girl (blushing)—I do.
Compensation.
Mother— Then why didn’t you go out to
“ One of tho things that irritate m e,” supper with him?
said Mr. Glimmery, “ is to have the man
Sweet Girl—Well, if you must know,
whom I sit down next to in a street car it’s because I was ravenously hungry.—
persist in sitting slewed round so that he Strand Magazine.
takos up more room than belongs to him
and deprives me of some that belongs to
Brought to Time.
me. One of the things that Tejoice me is
Mrs. Ferry—Dear, that necktie is get
the expression on the face of the man who
has been occupying three-fifths of a cross ting frightfully seedy.
Mr. Ferry—I guess it w ill do for an
seat on the elevated, and who looks up,
other week or two.
but fails to move when somebody comes
Mrs. Ferry— George Ferry, if you don’t
along looking for a seat, when the big
come home tonight with a new tie on, I
man sits down beside him, and, calmly,
shall buy you one myself.—Cincinnati
irresistibly and conclusively, crowds him
Enquirer.
over to whore ho belongs.” —New York
Sun.
Hard Bines.
W orked Too W ell.

Agent—I have called, sir, to show you
our now patent cash register which I am
introducing—prevents all peculation, sir;
makes it utterly impossible for any clerk
to steal a cent.
Mr. Slowgo—Don’ t want ’em.
Agont—You don’ t?
Mr. Slowgo—No, sir; my neighbor next
door put in one o ’ them things last Mon
day, an before night the hull force had
struck for higher wages.—New York
Weekly.
The groat teloscope at the Vienna ob
servatory is an object glass 27 inches In
diameter, set in a stool tube 333^ feet to
length. The wholo weighs 9% tons.

“ Belle Elderly is getting some very hard
lines in her face.”
“ It’s the strain of being so girlish.
That’s where her hard lines come in .” —
New York Tribune.
The Haddock.

Portuguese fishermen say that the black
spot on each side of a haddock’ s head is
tho imprint of Peter’s thumb and fingers.
According to the tradition, the haddock
was tho fish from which he took the pieco
of tribute money miraculously found in
its mouth.
Did the Right Thing After A ll.

“ I am ashamed of you, my dear, laughmg at those risque stories of Mrs. Be
French. You would better have blushed.”
“ But, mamma, if I had blushed, it
Tho word ascertain formerly meant
nothing more than to make certain of 9» would have shown that I understood
them.” —Life.
fact.

i

CHEAP CASH STORE.

The degree of progress shown by tho
artificial limbs now constructed is aston
ishing. Time was when the man who
lost a leg carried the advertisement of his
calamity continually about with him in
tho shape of a crutch or staff or peg. Now
that is all done away, and tho cripple
moves, undiscovered, among his fellows.
Many walk the streets with two artifi
cial legs, and the lack of their natural in 
struments of motion is not detected by tho
ordinary observer, while those who have
but one artificial leg often defy closo scru
tiny. To accomplish such results tho
maimed must purchase the most approved
devices and must devote some care to tho
cultivation of the “ knack” of swinging
the contrivance, but these pains in tho
end are a triumph, though caution must
be used not to put the best leg foremost
too prominently.
A universal motion at the ankle joint
has been introduced, with good results,
for the peculiar comprehensiveness of the
natural movement of tho ankle has always A Fine Assortment of Fruit
offered tremendous difficulties to fi
and Canned Goods Kept
maker. For a long time one joint was
used at tho ankle, but a second is' now
Constantly on Hand.
used, and the result is most satisfactory.
By the use of spmngs and cords at the
knee also it is possible for the wearer of
an artificial leg to sit without the annoy
ance of a protruding leg, which has always
been a cause of difficulty.
The mechanical skill shown in the man
ufacture of hands and arms is no less in
genious, for they are so well constructed
as to be for uso as well as for ornament.
One maker seems to regard tho latter as
the primary attraction, however, for he
says, “ I make them so that the hand can
be detached, and a hook, ring or any in
strument suitable to the wearer’s business
can be attached, and the hand can be kept
neat and cleafc for dress purposes.”
The arms now made can be moved for
ward or back, while the fingers of the
hand are made so that they can be opened
CORNER MAIN and PONl) STS
or shut. By such adjustments the wearer
is enabled to perform many feats which
one would suppose to be impossible for tho
:
;
M A IN E .
maimed. By one movement of the arm R A N G E L E Y ,
the fingers are made to open, while by an
other they are made to close, in which po
sition they are retained firmly by a spring,
giving a firm clasp.
A violinist who lost his right arm was
B A K E R T U FT S
fitted so skillfully that he was enabled to
play again with something of his former
ability, and one man, well known in New
York, has two artificial legs, yet he at
tends balls, and is by no means a “ wall
flower,” though he shuns the round
dances. There are machine legged cripples
who skate on roller skates, and thero are
men with artificial arms and hands who
play a good game of billiards.—New York
Herald.

Groceries,
Confectionery,

ALL KINKS OF RAW FURS.

TERMS, Strictly Cash.

John Haley,

.

P ractical B oa t B u ild er,
The Celebrated Tufts Boat.

The English Officer as He Is.

Built on an entirely new model. Prices from

The mess dinner, no longer a gorge $25 to $70. Good nice sixteen ft. boat. $35.
sometimes accompanied with intemper
ance, has been curtailed into a well cooked,
gracefully served meal, at the conclusion
of which the wine is passed round once or
twice, and then five out of six of the diners
betake themseh es to the smoking. Neither
is the evening capped with the rowdyism
of practical joking, the wit of which con
sisted in stupid outrage, and the results in
quarrels which many a time cost those
concerned their commissions.
A bumptious young officer is snubbed
and wheeled into line until he has been
reduced to a due diffidence of self, and this
remedy has been found far preferable either
to deluging an offender’s bedclothes with
slops or to thrusting his dress uniform up
the chimney. By the bye, the word “ uni
form ” reminds us of a transformation as
complete as that in a pantomime. In lieu
of bead dresses as topheavy as a milkpail,
of packs as killing as those under which
we may still see French conscripts stagger
ing, and of coats tightened by belts and
buckles to a tension approximating to
splitting, we have adopted a light kit and
loose clothing specially favorable to work,
comfort and economy, and there seems lit
tle justification for the assertion of the late
Sir George Brown that in abolishing the
wonderful old dog collar stock we had
ruined the morale of the British army.—
Blackwood’s Magazine.
There is nothing so grievous to be borne
that pondoring upon it w ill not make it
heavier, and there is no fancy so bad that
the animation of fancy cannot enliven it.
—Jane Porter.

F a cto ry over N e a l & Q u i m b y ’s S t o r k ,

Main St..

RANGELEY,

;

;

;

TN^01TL<S 1

MAINE.

IP. O.

Office H ours.
7.00 A. M. to 12 M.
12.30 P. M. to 6 P. M.
6.30 P. M.to 8.00 P. M.

Sunday.
10 to 11 A. M.

5 to 6 P. M.

Mails Arrive.
Railway Mails, Daily, 4.55 P. M.
From Greenvale, Tuesday, Thursday and Satur
day, 3 P. M.
From Indian Rock, Tuesday and Friday. 12.45
P. M.

Mails Depart.
Railway Mails, Daily, 6.45 A. M.
For Greenvale. Tuesday, Thursday and Satur
day, 1 P. M.
Indian Rock, Tuesday and Friday, 8 A M
Malls CLOSE Fifteen Minutes Before

Departure.
K. T. HERRICK, F. M.
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RANGELEY LAKES

L. E. Bowley hauled the windows for
Mi’s. L. A. Toothaker is seriously ill.
his new house at Mt. View, Friday.
Chas. Green, of Stratton, was in town
A. Withey saw a crow flying at Steep Tuesday.
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Saturday, Feb. 1. Regular meeting Rangeley Landing, Dead River, last Tuesday vveek.
Mi’s. Eugene Smith is at her father’ s for
Commandery No. 408, Order of the Golden
The steamer Irene has a lonesome list to the winter.
Cross. Meet in Church Vestry.
Phin Richardson has gone to TurnerWednesday p. m.. Jan. 29, Regular meeting starboard as she lies frozen into the ice
at the wharf.
and Portland.
W. C. T. U.. at the Library.
Rangeley Lodge, No. 200, I. O. G. T., meet in
Mrs. Dexter Huntoon has been ill with
Eben Hinkley has his wood all hauled
Church Vestry, every Wednesday even a slight touch of lung fever, but is now from Greenvale.
ing.
improving steadily.
Hon. Joel Wilbur, of Phillips, was in
Will Grant, who is cooking in one of the town Wednesday.
Society Notes, Phillips.
Monday, Jan. 27, Regular meeting Mt. Abram Redington camps, has been ill for about a
Miss Ida Lubin, of Phillips, is visiting
Lodge, No. 05, A. O. U. W. Hall in Bates week but is now on duty again.
Mrs. Geo. Wilbur.
Block.
Miss Bertha Carlton left for Phillips,
Mrs. Albert Haley has returned to her
Tuesday, Jan. 28, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
Tuesday, where she will remain for some home in Farmington.
O. F„ No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Wednesday, Jan. 29, Regular Commumcaion, time at her uncle’s, Joel Carlton’ s.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nile are visiting
The plumbers will be through at the in Farmington for a few days.
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A. M..
at Masonic Hall.
Rangeley Lake House this week—and a
Landlord Matthews of the Phillips
Thursday, Feb. 6, Regular meeting Cushman very good job they’ ve made of it, too.
Hotel, was in town Wednesday.
Post, No. 87, G. A. R., at Grange Hall, at
Russell Bros. Estes & Co. are to pay
2.00 P. M.
John Snowman, wife and child, of East
Thursday Feb. 6, Regular meeting Woman’s $3.25 per cord for birch. They will have Madrid, have been visiting Wm. Haines.
a
man
here
to
scale
and
pay
as
soon
as
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Wm. McKeen, the barber, has moved
Saturday, Jan. 25, North Franklin Grange, No. snow comes.
into Simon Oakes’ cottage for the winter.
186, Patrons of Husbandry, at Grange Hall.
Capt. Barker’ s little daughter Florence,
Election.
'
Daniel Hoar has been elected church
caught one of her thumbs in the cogs of her
Saturday, Jan. 25, Regular meeting Phillips
collector in place of Geo. M. Esty, re
grandmother’s
wringer
Monday,
and
man
Commandery, No. 402, Order of the Gold
signed.
gled it very badly.
AMONG THE ORDERS.

en Cross. Bates Hall. Election.

Parties w h o have driven to Phillips, over
both the new road and over the hill, say
the road is all right now. Logs have been
placed along the sluey places.
David Harris was m town Saturday.
President Gilman, of the Phillips &
Mr. Welch, the hay presser from Dead Rangeley railroad, came in on special
train, Wednesday, and went up to the
River, is in town for a few days.
lumbering camps in Greenvale.
Phin. Richardson, of Kennebago Lake
Fred and Dave Lamb and Natt Carr
House, was in Phillips Saturday.
chased a fox onto Saddleback, Monday,
George A. French, of Phillips, was in but failed to get it. The Lamb boys have
town Monday night on business.
killed six this fall and winter and are
Quite a lot of baled hay is being shipped hoping for more.
down the line to the lumber camps.
Hon. Elias Thomas, of Portland, has
Ed. Whorff, of the Mooselookmeguntic been in town for several days. He has
House, took a trip to Phillips last Satur been looking over Lang township with an
day.
idea of purchasing. If the trade is com
The handsome quartered oak mantels pleted the timber will be cut for pulp.

Local Paragraphs.

for the Rangeley Lake House arrived this
Emery Haley has gone to New York,
week
called there by the directors of the ParmaThe stringers are being placed on the cheene Club, to receive his instructions and
foot bridge, from the steamer wharf to make arrangements as superintendent of
the above club, for which he has been ap
Marble’ s point.
Archie McKeen, of Phillips, has been do pointed in place of John Danforth,
ing some fine photographic work about resigned.
town the present week.
Snowman & Kempton have discharged
their crew at the Mt. View House until
the masons have done their work.
Hinkley & Adams started four teams for
Eustis with hay for their operation at
Kibby. They have a job hauling from
yard to landing.
•‘ Rangeley is the liveliest town in
Franklin County,” said a well-known
drummer the other day, “ and it looks as
though it was bound to grow still more.
The town has plenty of go-ahead men, and
if they would only get together as a board
of trade, you’ d see wonders accom
plished.” —All of which R a n g e l e y L a k e s
heartily endorses.
There is a prospect now that Rangeley
will not lack for taxidermists another
year. Mr. Crosby, of Bangor, will of
course maintain his Rangeley branch and
R a n g e l e y L a k e s has inside information
that at least tw o others are looking over
the ground with a view to locating here.
One of these is a specialist in bird mount
ing and the other claims to have no supe
rior in work on heads.
••I notice,” said a well known frequenter
of the Rangeleys the other day, “ that
there’ s being lots said about what a
deathblow to the narrow-gauge roads this
Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes road
will be. Now to my mind that talk is
entirely wrong. The broad-gauge road is
going to bring more people to Rangeley
than ever before, but they’ ll come one way
and go the other, and both roads w ill be
the gainers thereby. The P. & R. won’ t
carry so many people both ways as in
years before, but it will can-y enough
more one w ay to make up. It seems to
me that Rangeley is just commencing to
really boom .”

Ed. Hoar is busy at his rod making.
During the winter he has a room at his
home where he does his work. He is fill
ing the last season’ s orders, has six nearly
completed and has three others for one
party at $20. per rod. He has been de
layed owing to non-arrival of stock
ordered in October.
We acknowledge the receipt of the Phila
delphia Record almanac for 1896. This
almanac is one of the best of the news
paper almanacs and contains a wide
variety of statistical information which
makes it invaluable as an up to date
encyclopedia. It is attractively gotten up
and is finely illustrated by half-tone cuts.
Mrs. R. A . Merrow, who has been criti
cally ill, is apparently slowly, but surely
recovering. She has been attended by Dr.
E. B. Currier, who has skillfully handled
the case. Rangeley is fortunate, indeed,
to have so thoroughly trained a resident
physician as Dr. Currier. By the way, he
is a graduate of the Baltimore Medical
College, and a credit to that institution.
Mrs. Merrow is constantly attended by
first-class nurses, and her speedy recovery
is hoped for.
The Kings Daughters give an entertain
ment at Furbish Hall, Saturday evening.
The following program has been arranged:
Solo, Mrs. White Butler; dialogue, Ilda
Huntoon and Lubelle Lamb; reading, Miss
Jenkins; duet, Florence Hinkley and Pru
dence Richardson; Recitation, Bernice
Lamb; pantomimes; intermission — Ice
cream; singing, Mabelle Haley and Lubelle
Lamb; reading, Myrtie Lamb; shadow
pictures; tableaux; paper, Minnie Grant,
editress, Lucy Marble, assistant editress.
The admission will be five cents and the
young ladies should be greeted by a large
audience.

Next summer you will learn to use
“ birch edgings” for fuel, and you’ll like
’ em, too.
Mrs. Melvina Darling and her son have
returned from their visit to Farmington
and Phillips.
The King’s Daughters plan to give the
drama, “ A King’s Daughter,” in the
course of a few months.
Chandler Ross has gone to Gardner,
Mass., where he has secured a fine situa
tion in a machine shop.
The local horsemen staked out an ice
track on the lake Monday and the winter’s
“ razooing” is fairly started.
Capt. F. C. Barker has l’eturned to
Bemis from his visit to Boston. He came
via Rumford Falls and Houghton’ s.
The Cornet Band propose to give some
kind of an entertainment the last of the
winter, that is, provided we have one.
A. B. Grover drove in from Phillips,
Tuesday, to make a few changes and get
the mill ready for sawing birch squares.
Mrs. R. S. York came up from the
Upper Dam, Saturday, on account of an
unpleasant touch of the grip. She is now
at Geo. Oakes’ .

Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Coburn, of Angler’s
Retreat Hotel, Middle Dam, have been in
town this week.
If we are to have the amount of snow
this winter supposed to belong to us, the
next few storms must be heavy.
It must raise the price of horses to keep
them through the winter when the only
labor they perform is to eat hay.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dill, Miss Mona^
and Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Coburn spent
Sunday at Pleasant Island Camps.
You do not need to go West for land
boom; right here in Rangeley, on Main
street, a lot of land was sold at the rate
of $3100 per acre! The post-office is built
on that lot.
C H A S. A. SMITH DEAD.
Fatal Ending of Last Week’s Sad Affair at
West Phillips.

Charles A. Smith, who attempted
suicide last week, at his home in West
Phillips, died from the effect of the wound
Sunday morning.
It is a peculiarly ^ ad case. Mr. Smith
owned a nice farm, with a fine set of build
ings, was fairly well-to-do, a cheerful per
son to meet, having a pleasant family and
not known to have an enemy in the world,
was one of the last persons suspected of
suicidal thoughts.
He was a brave soldier and an honored
member of Cushman Post, G. A. R., of
Phillips.
Mr. Smith has met with many severe
accidents, receiving injuries through some
of these from which he never fully re
covered, and it may be that these led him
to commit the rash deed.
He leaves a wife and son, who have the
sympathy of all.
The funeral occurred Tuesday, Cushman
Post, G. A. R., being present, using their
service at the burial. Rev. Mr. Nottage
officiated, assisted by Rev. Mr. Wheeler.
Qnitnby D istrict.
Miss H attie.N utting, who has been
staying at Ora Haley’s, returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Rubie Wilbur visited Mrs.
W ’ s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Nutting,
last week.
Mr. James Searles had a party at his
house last week, many friends and neigh
bors were there and enjoyed it very much.
Mr. Frank Jacobs is doing quite a busi
ness logging for Mr. Hano. He has a crew
of seven men. They have yarded 2232 trees.
Monday they yarded 132. Mr. Jacobs
thinks that they have yarded about one
half of the amount they will put in this
winter. He will land them on Hunter’s
Cove as soon as there is snow enough. .
P. A. Q.

The P. & R. engine house caught fire a
few days ago. There was some excitement
about the yard but a couple of pails of
water killed both fire and excitement.
Frank Sampson, who has been working
on the Rangeley Lake House, recently
stepped on a nail, which penetrated his
foot. He has been off duty for a few days.
Redittgtoti Notes.
Furbish, Butler & Oakes get a little
more time for rest in the winter, tnan dur
Mrs. N. H. Drisco was in Phillips re
ing the busy seasons of spring, summer cently.
and fall, but you hardly notice it when
Eugene Graffam was in Phillips the
you are waiting for your turn.
first of the week.
Last week’ s temperance lecture failed to
A few piles of logs are being rolled up
materialize, owing to the non-arrival of
along the railread.
the speaker. We notice, by the way, that
Mr. and Mrs. Matthews returned to
he is holding a series of meetings in Au
Phillips, Tuesday.
burn and will remain there till Feb. 1st.
George McL. Presson, of Farmington,
The King’ s Daughters’ entertainment at
Furbish Hall, Saturday evening, is to was in town again last week.
Mrs. I. W . Greene and Mrs. Lambert,
have a paper called the “ King’s Daughters
Tribune.” From such a society we trust her daughter, went to Phillips last week.
there will be no lying about the circula
Mrs. Fon Moores and Mrs. Fred Dun
tion.
ham returned to the settlement Monday.
The W . C. T. U., at their last meeting,
Mrs. John Batclielder, of Phillips, has
voted to issue three-months library tickets been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ed.
to children for 10 cts. This move is made Mitchell.
with the idea of interesting a larger num
Forty men have been taken from the
ber of children than now patronize the camps and are boarded at the village
library. It is a move in the right direc while waiting for snow. Landloi’d Mat
tion and we trust will prove a success.
thews was up Monday night to make ar
The Junior Christian Endeavor Society
chose their officers Wednesday evening,
Jan. 15: President, Ernest Hinkley; VicePresident, Florence Carlton; Treasurer,
Lubelle Lamb; Secretary, Linnie Snow
man. The Juniors are preparing Ifor an
entertainment in the vestry in the near
future.

rangements.
P h illip s .
The King’s Daughters will give a play,
sometime in February. They are talking
of “ Young Mrs. Winthrop” or the “ Chap
eron.” Misses Annie Timberlake, Evie
Oakes and Jessie Toothaker are the com
mittee to select.

